Roundtable Discussion: 
The Role of Simulation in Critical Care 
– experiences of the past and future possibilities

The participants will meet experienced educators within the field as well as listen to presentations of recent experiences with integrating simulation into critical care training and practice. The session will be highly interactive and at the end the participants should have a better understanding of how to make use of simulation in critical care in their own system.

Facilitators:

Hans Flaatten, MD, PhD is Professor of Anaesthesiology and Intensive care at the University of Bergen, NORWAY and previous Chair of the Educational Committee in ESICM (European Society if Intensive Care Medicine). He is also member of the steering committee of the international BASIC (Basic Assessment & Support in Intensive Care) Course.

Eldar Søreide, MD PhD is Professor of Critical Care and Medical Simulation at the University of Stavanger and also the Medical Director at the SAFER simulation centre in Stavanger.

- The rapidly growing international BASIC (Basic Assessment & Support in Intensive Care) course – what is it and what is the role of simulation? Hans Flaatten, Norway
- Instant and in-situ simulation in the paediatric ICU – what are the take-home messages? Vinay Nadkarni, USA
- Instant and in-situ simulation in the adult ICU – experiences from the New-2-ICU course. Andy Georgiou and Miguel Garcia Rodriguez, UK
- What about inter-professional team work in critical care? Did you forget? Britt Sætre-Hansen, Norway
- Closing remarks